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Who's that....?
F4!
One time, let's go!
*Vanness*
Ni bu guai 
You shi hui wei zuo guai
Dan ni bu huai zhi shi bu zhua ke ai
*Jerry*
Leng xia lai 
Qi fen dou bei po huai
Suan ni li hai re dai dou bian han dai
*Vanness*
Mou jiu shi tian shi 
Bie huai yi
Huai pi qi zhi shi mei ren dong ni
Whoah!
F4:
Hao yun qi 
Neng he ni yi qi
Cuz I can't help falling in love with you
(Rap)
Vanness***
Everytime I look u straightinto your eyes
I can't explain this feeling but i stumbled in my mind
The touch of your hands and the touch of your lips
Make the temperature warm so I know that this is it
*Vic*
Ni bu guai 
You shi hai hui shua lai
Dan ni bu huai qi shi ni hen ke ai
*Ken* 
Bei dai bai 
Ni shi qua huai tian cai
Ju jue fan mai xu wei zuo zuo dui bai
*Vanness*
Mou jiu shi tian shi 
Bie huai yi
Huai pi qi zhi shi mei ren dong ni
Whoah!
Chorus"F4:"
*Vanness*
I just can't stop it, I just can't help it
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Falling in love with you, cuz no matter what I do
You taking me to heaven with everything you do
So I'm falling in love with you and baby that is the truth
*Vanness*
Mo jiu shi tian shi bie huai yi
Huai pi qi zhi shi mei ren dong ni
Whoah!
(chorus)F4:
Hao yun qi neng he ni yi qi
Cuz I can't help falling in love with you!!!!
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